
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1538

“What’s wrong with you, get out of here! Otherwise, you’re welcome!”

The little brothers with Scarface surrounded the five men in black.

It’s just that those people in black just sneered, and then pulled out the

military thorns on their waists, and stab them directly!

Puff puff!

On the spot, several younger brothers were killed directly!

boom!

Scarface and others are all exploding. It was the first time they met

such a ruthless person, and there was no extra nonsense, and they

started to kill directly!

That kind of decisiveness and cruelty, it’s like killing not people, but

cats and dogs!

And just as they were stunned, a few more people fell in a pool of

blood, and this number was increasing crazily!

Scarface brought more than 30 people this time, but in just one minute,

there were not many left.

Those people in black were like a tiger entering a flock of sheep, and

there was no one who could stop them.

Everyone saw that they were like ghosts and not only shuttled through

the crowd, they would take away a fresh life wherever they went.

simply!

It’s just a bunch of killing machines!

In a short while, there is only one person with a scar face.

He looked at the people in black who were approaching with great

horror, and he was about to pee in fear:

“You…who are you guys anyway?”

just!

The answer to him was a cold knife!

Scarface’s throat was cut open in an instant, and he, who was

triumphant just now, became a dead dog in an instant.

Beheaded by the opponent on the spot!

Then, the first man in black stared at Lin Fan:

“Master Lin, it’s been a long time!”

**?

Lin Fan furrowed his brows, and at a glance he recognized that this ***

was the leader of the Lin family. He was trained as a dead man by the

Lin family since he was born, and he was given the Lin surname.

In Lin Fan’s childhood, he was Lin Fan’s nightmare!

Because Lin Chentao and other young masters, if they see him not

pleasing to the eye, they will let the police beat him.

And every time he beat Lin Fan into a human shape, he vomited blood

and passed out several times, almost losing his life.

Just now!

Lin Fan saw him again, but it was like looking at an ant that could be

pinched to death at any time, and he didn’t care about it at all.

“Second Young Master would like to invite you to visit, and also invite

Young Master Lin to appreciate it!”

** Looking at Lin Fan with a smile, his eyes were the same as before,

full of contempt.

“Nothing, get out!”

Lin Fan directly cursed very shamelessly.

Ok?

**Everyone was dumbfounded, all of them looked dumbfounded.

Is this still the waste of the year?

Facing them, dare to be so tough?

And even more exaggerated is that after seeing them killing so many

people, Lin Fan dared to scold them?

This psychological quality can no longer be used to describe it, it is

simply abnormal!

Lin Fan’s words directly angered the ** and others!

This is so special, I don’t take them seriously!

“Lin Fan, do you take yourself too seriously? We are not here to ask for

your opinion. You have to go today, or if you don’t.”

** snorted coldly, staring at Lin Fan fiercely at the same time.

A trash wants to turn over the salted fish?

dream!

just!

“Ho ho ho…”

Lin Fan sneered, looking at them with a smile:

“What if I say no?”

Do not?

** and the others were taken aback for a moment, and then burst into

laughter presumptuously.

“Lin Fan, you first look back, and then you can decide if you are

qualified to negotiate with me!”

Ok?

Lin Fan looked back, and when he saw that his wife had been held

hostage, a violent murderous intent suddenly appeared in his eyes!

at this time!

Bai Yi’s neck was held up by a military thorn, and a wisp of blood was

already flowing down that snow-white neck.

But Bai Yi burst into tears, looking at Lin Fan pitifully, so scared that

he could not stand still.

boom!

Lin Fan was mad, and instantly seemed to be an incarnation of a

horror demon, and roared fiercely:

“You guys, dare to threaten my woman!”
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